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Shanara Reid-Brinkley discusses how democracy cannot be restructred
to combat anti-blackness
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A University of Pittsburgh professor said systemic racism in the U.S.
makes it impossible to restructure democracy to make it fair for black
people at a University of Wisconsin lecture Tuesday.
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The event, titled “Anti-Blackness and the Political: Millennials, Black
Intellectuals, and the Re-shaping of American Politics,” focused on the
“anti-black foundation” of the U.S. and changes in the black vote
which have had major impacts on the country.

In a Republican-controlled state Legislature, black legislators
struggle to achieve equal representation
State Rep. LaTonya Johnson says black candidates like herself face a “different
set of rules” when running for ofﬁce. The Read…

One of the central themes Reid-Brinkley discussed was the idea that
democracy cannot be reformed in a way that will combat antiblackness. She said this is because the very concept of democracy was
built on anti-blackness.
Reid-Brinkley said black people do not have a voice in the U.S. because
of the way the country is structured. Black people will never truly
know freedom in today’s society due to this, she said.
Problems such as global warming, genocide and colonization are the
fault of white people, Reid-Brinkley said. She said these problems will
remain unsolved as long as white people fill positions of power.

[UPDATE] ASM calls on administration to provide reparations
for black students in form of free education
In an attempt to push University of Wisconsin ofﬁcials to act on their diversity
and inclusion rhetoric, Associated Students of Madison Read…

“I think that we’re all screwed because white people are in charge,”
Reid-Brinkley said.
Reid-Brinkley also said the “black vote” is shifting due to changes in
the thoughts and priorities of young people.

How social media made waves in the 2016 election
In 140 characters or less, Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton
and Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump’s tweets have the power
to Read…

The Democratic National Convention started to see a loss in popularity
among black millennials during the November 2016 presidential
election, Reid-Brinkley said, as they no longer felt represented by the
leaders the DNC put forth.
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It is imperative for the Democratic Party to choose leaders who
represent issues important to black millennials if they want to be
successful in the future, Reid-Brinkley said.
“The DNC in the next 20 years is going to lose its voting bloc if it does
not learn this lesson,” Reid-Brinkley said.
Reid-Brinkley will be heading two more events at the University of
Wisconsin April 19 in Sterling Hall and April 20 in Sewell Social
Sciences.
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Madison mayoral race sparks conversations about a need for new
leadership in Madison
Mayor Paul Soglin faces four challengers in February's primary

Smart Cities Competition selects 14 UW Madison students as ﬁrst
round winners
Foxconn sponsored competition encourages technological innovation, collaboration

Competing protests at state Capitol end safely after several tense
hours
Gun rights advocates were met with socialist counter-protestors Saturday afternoon

Popular deep-dish pizzeria Giordano’s will open location in Madison
Chicago-based eatery has more than 50 locations nationwide but none in Wisconsin
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